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Commis&oner Ivan Selirt · 
Chairman -· 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

· Dear Commissioner Selin: 

•• 
August 22,-1994 

As · a resident of. northern Illihois, · I want to register my concern about 
·Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and Zion nuclear plants. . . ' . . 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more -nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere. else in the country~ they made a commitment to the. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain . 
'the highest level of safety and ~Hy possible to protect us. 

' . . 
Whe_n we .agreed to allow-CECO to build all of these plants in our ~ckyards, we . 

put our faith in· you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
sectire. I am concerned that you are prepared ·to let them do less than they have been 
doing .. 

. ' 

They have already reduced the f.!umber of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
hi'ghly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at ~y,time ~our recent history. 

They have' said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
· plants· because you. have let oQ\er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't ~ant another Three Mile Island type of plant here· in Illinois. · 

Please help ·us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Do not let them reduce armed security in 

. N orth~m Illinois.) Make them put people ove~ profits this time. · 

~ look forward to your resP<>nsetto my plea for· assistance. ' . ' 

Sincerely,_ . 

l . 
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,._. • 
. Commissioner Ivan Selin 
·chairman 
Nuoear Regulatory Commission ·· 

· WashirigtOn; DC 20555-0001 

Dear Co~ioner Selin: 

v • 
August 22, 1994 

. As a resident of northern Dlihois, . I want to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle,_Dresden,_and 
Zion nuclear· plants. -

At ·the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere ebe in the country, they ·made a co~tment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC); and more importan~y, _to \ls that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security. possible to p~otect us. 

~ . . ' 

- When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in yoll:· We trusted_ the NRC to aggressively watch over CEC~.to make 
·sure that their couimitments would be fulfilled, including· the qne ·to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do les8 than th~y have been 
doing. . · 

·They have already reduced the i..'Umber of security officer~ by 40 percent Now . 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed seci.uity officer5 and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in .our recent history: · · 

. ' . 

· They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let o$er plants such as Three Mile ISlaild get away with it. 

We don't want ~other Three ~e Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help .us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have. the power to make them 
live up to their commitment5 .. (Do not let them,.ieditce· anned security in 
Northern Illinois.) ~e th~m p~t people over profits-this,.time. . . . · 

I look forward to your responsetto my plea for. assistance. 
. . 

Sincerely, .. 

. /~~ 
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. MS LILLIE WILSON 
3950 NORTH LAKE SHORE DRIVE 
CHICAGO IL 60613 
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COMMISSIONER IVAN SELIN 
CHAIRMAN 
. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON DC 20555-0001 
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~· • 
-<;ommismoner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 

-Nuclear Regulatory Conlmission 
Washingto;tl, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Cdmmissioner Selin: 

-· 
August 22, 1994 

-As a resident of northern Illfuois, I -want .to register my concern about 
_Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle,. Dresden, and
Zion nuclear plants .. 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactor~ in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 

· Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. -

-· 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put olll' faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressivelywatch over CECO to make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled, including_ t.he one to keep the plants 
secure.. I am concerned that you are prepared to l~t them do less than they have been 
doing. · · -

· They have already reduced the t'1mber of security officers by 40 ·percent. Now 
that all their-re~ctor5 are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed seciuity. officers and making them unarm~ guards so they. can _ 
pay them less money-. This, ~t a time when terrorist .threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. · 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you, have let o$er plants such. as Three Mile Isl~d get away with it 

We d~n' t want another Three Mile Island .type of plarit here. in Illinois. 

Please help us stop thiS plan_ by CECO. Only you ha~e the power to make them 
live up. to ~eir commitments; (Do not let th~m reduce armed security in 
Northem;Illinois.) Make Uiein put p,eclple over-profits ·this m,n~. ·: '-· :. _., 

' . -. .. ..: ,. ~ . ,. ' . 
. ' . ' 

I look forward to your responsetto my ·plea for assistance·~ 
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• 
· Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissio~ · 

. Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Deai CommissiOner Selin: 

August 22, 1994 

As a . resident of northern Illihois~ I want to register my conceni about 
Commonwealth Edison's· (CECO) plans to reduce secwity ·at its LaSalle, Dresqen, and 
Zion nuclear plants. . . · · · 

At the time_ CECb pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern, 
~ois than anywhere else in the country, they inade a commitment to the Nuclear 
RegUlatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us .that they would maintain 

· the ·highest level .of safety and security possi~le to protect us. · · 

When we agreed .to allow CECO to. build all of these plants in oui backyards, we· 
.put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC tO aggressively .watch over CECO to make 
sure. that their commitments .woul«:i ~. fulfil!ed,_ including the one to keep the plants -. 
secure·. I am concerned _that you are prepared ~let them do less that\ they have been · 
~oirig. · · 

· They have already reduced the '(iUmber of ~ty officers by 40 percent. Now · 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO i$ telling u5 they want to sa~e money by taking , · 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can · 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terro$t threats have hit 'closer to home then 

. at any time in ·our recent history ... 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce ~ecurity at their 
plants because you have let o~er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illin~i.$ •. 

. Please help us stop this pl~ by CECO. 6Dly you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments~ (Do not . let them reduce anned seaµity in 

. ·. ~orthern Illinois.).· Make themput people over profits this time.·· 
•, . 

I look forVi~d ~ yo\.ir re5ponsetto my plea foi: assistance. · 
' . . . . . 
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Coinmissioner .Jvan Selin , 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC ·20555-0001 

Dear Commi5sioner Selin: 

August 22, 1994 

As ·a resident of northern rnmois, I want to register my concern about . 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce securltf at its LaSalle,.Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants._· · · · 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 

, Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety .and secunty possible l1> protect Us. .· ' ' ' ' 

· When-~e agreed.to allow CECO to build aiI of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We 'trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make. 
sure that· their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plcµttS 
secure. I am concerned that you ~e prepared t() let them do less than they have ~ 
doing. · · 

, . 

· They have already reduced the t'Umber o~ security officers by 40 percent. _ N~w 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO iS telling us they want'to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a· time when terrorist-thr~ts have hit closer to home then -
at al)y time in our recent history. 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security' at their 
plants because you have let o$er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with. it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois .. 

Please help U5 stOp this plan by CECO .. Only you hav~.the power to make them 
live up fo their commitments. (Do ·not let them -reduce armed security in 
N orthem' Illinois.) Make them put people. over profits this ~e. 

I look forward to your responsetto my plea 'fOr assistance. 

Smcereli(\ ·. . , 
-·~~~-



I MS DENISE RIAS 
604 NORTH CENTRAL # 1 F 
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· CommisSioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman' 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington; DC 20555-0001 

Dear CommiSsioner Selin: 

· August 22, 1994 

As a resident of northern Illihois, I want to __ register my concern about · 
Commonwealth EdisOn's (CECO) plans tO reduce secllrity at its LaSalle, ~en, and 
Zion n1:1clear plants. , · 

At the time CECO pushed hard to, construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere ~lse in the country, they made a commitm~nt to the Nuclear 
·Regulatory Commission _(NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
· the highest. level of safety and Security posSible to protect us. 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all. of these plants in our ,backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am ~ncerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 

. doing. · · · 

·They have already. reduced the j'Umber of security officers by 40 ~rcent. . Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is tellirig us they want to ~~e money by ~g 
highly -trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. . · 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at -their 
plants_ because you have let otller plants such as Three Mile Island. get away with it. 

We don't w~t another Three Mile Island type of plant here· in Illinois.• 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the _power to make them' 
live up to their commitments. · (Do not let them reduce armed security in . 

. N orthem Illinois.) Make them put people over profits this time. · 

I look fol'Waid ~ your .responsetto my plea for a5sis~ce. 

' . ,.,,,... ::;;;; 
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' 

Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear CommiSsioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, 1994 

As a resident of northern Illihois, I want to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in y9u~ .. We ~tec;i th_e NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their comnlitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure~, I am concerned that you. Me prepared to let them do les:s than they have been 
doing. · · · · 

They have already reduced the ~ilmber of security officers by 40 percent Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let ottier plants such as Three Mile Island get away with il 

We.don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Do not let them reduce armed security in 
NQrthe!D Illino.is.J ~ake: them pµt people ov~i: profits. this ~e. · · , ·:. . :-- . - :_ : . -.-

·".: . ( '. - . : .. ·· .. · 
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Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 -

Dear CommiSsioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, 1994 

As . a resi~ent of northern fl.1-ihois, I want to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduee SeCWify at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the .Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. 

They have already reduced the ~Umber of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is. telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unartned guards so they can 
pay them less money. Titis, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. 
-··--~ -- - -- - - -----·--- . .. - - -- - --· -- - . - -- - ---- -- -- . 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let otller plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Do not let them reduce armed security in 
N orthem Illinois.) Make them put people over profits this time. 

I look forward to your response/to my plea for assistance. 
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' 
Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear RegUlatory Commission 
Washington, OC 20555-0001 

bear Commissioner Seliil: 

-
August 22, .1994 

. As a resident of northern Illfuois, l want to register my concern about . 
Commonweal~ Edison's (CECO) plans to :reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and. · 
Zion nuclear plants. 

. At the time CECO pushed hard to·construct.more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they .made a cominitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission {NRC), and inore importantly, to us that they would ~tain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect \ts. · · 

. When we agreed to allow CEC9 to build all of these plan~ in our backyards, we 
· yul our·fa.:.th Ln yo1-1.o We trusted the NRC ro aggressive!!. watch oyer CECO to make 
sure that their _commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. "I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing.· · 

They h~1ve already reduced the t'Umber of security officers by 40 percen~ Now . 
that all their reactc>rs are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking · 
highly traineq armed ~curity officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when .. terroriSt threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history.. · · 

. They have said publicly that. they .sho~d be allowed to reduce. security ,at their 
plants because you have let oQ\er plants· such as Three Mile Island gE?t away with it. . 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant. here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan· by CECO. Only you have the power _to mclke them 
live up to their. commitm~tS .. (Do not let them reduce armed se~ty . in 
N orthem .Illinoi~.) Make thein put people over profits this time. 

I look,.forward to your responsetto my plea for as5istance .. 

· Sincerely, . . . 

·~··· - , .vi7:~ 
tfJ I) ,8oy -ro r /(?'. ..fA ~ 
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CHAIRMAN 
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August 22, 1994 

· Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear R~atory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

. " 
. ~ ·. ~[Es::~-~9;~J · 

By 

' . 
As a ·resident' of northern Dlihois, I want to .register my concern about. 

· Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
. Zion. nuclear plants. · 

. . . 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a· commitment: to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would .maintain · 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. 

' . 
When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we . 

put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively.watch over CE~O to make 
sure. that their commitments would. be hilfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do le5s than they have been 
,doing. · · · · 

·. They hav.e already reduced the t1lmber of security officers by 4o percent Now 
that all their reactors are finished, ~ECO iS telling us they want to sa~e money by taking· 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards· so ·they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any $le in our recent history.. . . . . 

· . They have said publicly ihat they. should ·be allowed to reduce ·securi~j at !h~i: 
plants because you have let oQ\er plants such ~ Three Mile Island get away with it. · 

We don't want another Three Mile.Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help us stOp this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
.live up to their commitments. (Do not . let them reduce armed seCurity. in 
N orthem Illinois~) Make them put people over profits this time. 

I look forward to your responsetto my plea 'for ~istance. 
. . : . ' 
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·Commissioner Iv~ Selin 
Chairman ' . 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear CommiSsioner Selln: 

August 22, 1994 

As a resident of northern. Illihois, I w~t U) register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce secudty &tits LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. 

At the time CECO .pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors. in northern . . 
Illinois than anywhere else· in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), ~d more importantly, tO us. that they woul~ maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us ... 

. ' . , - ' 

When we aireed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in oiir backyarcis, we . i 
put our faith in you. We trus~d the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their .. collunitments would:•be fulfill~; il\tj9~g. the one to keep the plants 
·secure. I am concerned that you are prepared tO let them do less than they have been 
doing. . · · · · · . ._ ... . , 

· They have already reduced 'the '{\'Umber of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking . 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guardS so they can 
pay them less money. This~ at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer' to home then 
at any time in our recent history.. · 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce seC"Jiity at their 
plants because you .have let o$er plants suCh as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of.plant here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
. live up to their commitments.. (Do ·not let them reduce armed security in 
N ortheni IUinois._} .Make them put people over profits this time. 

· .. · ·1 .. loo~· fohvard to your responsetto P\Y ·ple~. f~r.assiStan~, · · . · :· 
. . . ~ 

:-_~. . . ~; . . 
·-'"'. 

-Sincereiy, '·' .. ,._ 
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·cHAIRMAN 
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MIRAGLIA 
ZIMMERMAN 
THADANI 
CRUTCHFIELD 
BOHRER 
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• 
Commissioner Ivan Selin . 
Chairman 

. Nuclear Regulatory Commission· 
Washington, OC 2055>0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

• 

·As a resident · of northern Illinois,. ·I want to . rei:ister. my roncern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dres4en; and 
Zion nuclear plants. · · · 

· . . At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois tl)an anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission·(NRC), and more importantly, to us·fuafthey would maintain 
the highest level of saf~ty and security possibl~ to protect us . 

. , .. 

. . When we agreed to allow CECO to build cill of these plants in our backyat:ds, we 
put our faith in you. We trtisted the,NRC to·aggressively watch over CECO to make, 
sure that their commitments. wowd be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. 

_ They hav~ already reduced the number of ~curity officers by ·40 percent. Now 
that.all. their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sav~ money by taking 
highly tramed armed security officers and making theD\ unarmed guards·so they.can 
pay them less JllOney. This, at a time when terrorist threats _have hit closer to home then 
at .any time·in oilr rec_ent history. · · · · · · · , 

·They, have said publicly that they should. be allowed. to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let ofu.er plants such· as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help \ls stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to. theµ- commitments~ (Do. not let them reduce armed ·security in 

. N orthem Illinois.)·. Make them put pe<)ple· over profits this time; 
.. =.:· 

I look folwcird .to your response to my.plea _f~r assis.tance. 

[\ 

1 

Sincerely, .· 

VJ,{ rA L% 



• 
Commissioner Ivan Selin 

. Chairman· 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissioii 

. Washington, I:X: 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

•• 
August 22, 1994 

As a :resident of ~northern Illiitois, I want ·to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its. LaSalle, Dresden; and 
Zion nuclear plants. · 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more ~uclear. re~ctors in northern 
.· Illinois than anywhere else m. the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importan.tly, to us that they would _maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect .us. · · 

.When :we agreed to allow CECO. to·build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in you~ We trusted ·the NRC to! aggi'essively watch over CECO to make 

· · sure that their commitments. would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. 

They haye already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors· are finisJled, CECO is telling us they want to save money by taking 
highly ·trained armed security officers and ·making them unarmed guards -so they can 
pay them less money .. This, at a time when terrorist threatS have hit closer to home then 
at any' time in our recent history. . 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their. 
plants because rou have let 0th.er plan~ su~ as Three Mile Island get away with. it .. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island-type of plant ,here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop -this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up· to their commitments. (Do not let them reduce armed. security in 

· N orthem Illinois.) ·Make them put people over profits this time .. 

I look forward to your response to ~y plea f~r assistance. . . ' 
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• 
Comlnissioner Ivan Selin · 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Comrilissio1i 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: · 

•• 
'August 22, 1994 

, . 

As a ·resident of northern Illinois, I want to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, presden; and 
Zion nuclear plants. 

At the, time CECO. pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else ·in the eountry, they made a. commitment' to the.Nuclear. 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, tO us that they would maintain 
the·highest.level of ~ety and security possible to protect us. 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all pf these plantS in our backyards~ we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to' aggressively watch over CECO to make. 
sure ·that their commitments woajd be fulfilled, including. the one t<,> keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned. that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 

. doing. 

They have already. reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors are finished,. CECO is telling us. they want to save money by taking 
highly trained armed sectirity officers and making them unarmed guards· so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a :time· when terrorist threats have hit closer to ~ome then 
at any time _in our recent history. 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce secliiity at their 
plants because you have let otl\er plants such· as Three Mile. Island get away With it. 

· We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. . . 

Plea5e help us s~op this plan by CECO.· Only you have the power to make the~ 
live up to their commitments. (Do ·not let them reduce armed. security in 
N orthem Illinois.) Make them put people over profits this time . 

. I look forward to your response to my plea· for assistance. 



· Commis5ioner Ivan Selin 
· Chairman ~ · 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, · 1994 

As a resident . of northern Illinois, I· want to register my concern about 
· Commonweaith F;dison's (CECO) pl~ to.reduce sectirity at its· LaSalle, Dresden, .and 
Zion-nuclear pl~ts. · · · · 

At the .time CECO.pushed 'hard to construct more nuclear reactors .in northern 
Illinois than anywhere· else in the· coW\try, they made. a rommilm:~nt to the Nuclear, 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible ~ protect us. · · · 

' ' 

When we agreed .to allow ~~O to b~d all of _these. pla~ts 1n our backyards, we 
put otir faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their, coirtmitmji!nts would .l:>e f\4filled, 'including- the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you ~e prepared to let.them ~o less than they.have been. 
doing. · · · 

They have al~eady reduced the number of security officers by 40. percent. Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa-ve money by taking 
highly tr~ed armed security.officers and making them unarmed guar4s so they can 
pay them less money .. This~ at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer· t~ home then 
a·t any time in our· recent history. 

· They have said publicly that they should be .allowed to reduce security at their 
plants becailse _you ha~e _let. otJler plants such as Three Mile Island get away With it . 

. We don't, want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois: .. 

. Please help Us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make thelll. 
liv~ up to their commitments. .·(Do not let them reduce armed security· in 

·.Northern Illin,o~s.) ·Make them put pe~pl~ oy~r_profits this. tim~., · '· , ' · c- · ' 

I· look forward to yo~~ ;~~~o~e,'.t0 ~Y ple~ J~r ~s~istaii~! . · • 
• . r. . # - • 

'.,- i.- .• '•,'' 



Braidwood · 
shuts· down 

• 

"All of a su en there was the big 
loud blast of steam. I think my blood . 
pressure shot up 50 points." 

Mrs. Favaro, 67, said the roar of 
e~caping steam was audible despite 
her having all doors and windows 
closed. 

1 
The shutdown began at 10:29 and 

was still producing venting steam at 
11:45 a.m. 

Demos thought the event might 
last only an hour. 

He characterized an hour-long 
venting episode as "not unduly long 
if the unit is under full load" as was 
the case this morning. 

1 late morning, Edison was still . 
sea hing for the factors which 
cau 

1 
d the unit's "four main steam 

isolat ion valves to close." 
The jetting steam was absorbed by 

the foggy shroud which clung to 
mucli of the area this_ morning. 

Demos said such emergency steam 
venting is common to all plants 
which generate steam regardless of 
the kind of fuel the plant uses, noting 
a recent steam release at Edison's 
coal-fired facility, near Joliet. 

again 
But the "stea~ .event," as Edison 

terms such occurrances, still un
nerves neighbors like Mrs. Favaro 
whose personal campaign for an
swers to public fears have led her to 
p~on~ t~e Nuclear Regulatory Com

By Mike Lyons 
Journal writer 

The roar of thousands of Cullie feet 
of ste<\m escaping from . Common
wealth' Edison's Braidwood nuclear 
power plant t his morning frightened 
plant neighbors and produced a flood 
of calls to Edison offices as company 

spokesmen in Chicago scrambled to rruss1on m Washington D.C. following 
find answers. . past "steam events." 

Edison sp!)kesman Dan Demos "All of 'this is being released into 
said the steam release was an auto- the air," said Mrs. Favaro adding. 

"th ' ' matic shutdown of unit one, which ey keep saying there's no danger 
was. operating under full load at the to the public, but there's a box up on 
time. a pole they check once per month for 

Unit two shut down under similar radiation." 
circumstances Aug. 2. Demos acknowledges" that such 

Demos said the steam represents checks take place as a matter of 
no threat to the public, though some st;,rdard practice by the power firm. 
plant neighbors aren't so sure. We .haye our own system as does 

Rose Favaro who has lived across the Illinois Department of Nuclear 
Illinois 129 from the plant since it' Safety, ar~und ~U of our stations to 
was built in 1975 fears that "some- do a real-time monitor of any ki_nd of 
day this plant's going to blow, and ambient conditions." 
yet Edison keeps telling us it's all ~ut. Demos says only steam, not 
right. radiation, escaped Braidwood this 

day. · 
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. . .,.. : • 
Commissioner Ivan Selin · 
Chairman . 
Nude,~ Regulatory Comlil.is~iori: . 
Washington,- DC 20555-0001; 

De~ .Commissioner Selin: .: · 

August 22, l 994 

As a resident ~f northern Illinois,· I want. to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to r~uce sec1:1rity at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 

. Zion nuclear plants. · 

· · -At the fun~ CECO ptished hard to ronstruct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere elSe in the country,, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commjssion (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they·would maintain 
the highest level cf safety and secwity possible to protect us. · 

;.· 

. When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we· 
put our faith in. yciu. We t:n.isted"ilie NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure. that. their commitments· .. would b~ fulfilled, including the one. to keep the plants 
secure .. lam concerned that you·are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. · 

-... ··-'·:·• . 
. They have. already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent. ·Now 

. . ; ' . 
that all their reacto~ are finished, CECO is telling us they wanfto save money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards-so they can 
. pay them less mon1~y. This~ at a time when terropgt threats have hit closer to home then 
at any tin\e in our' recent history. 

They have said publicly that they should be allow'?d to reduce securir/ at their 
plants b,ecause you have.let otlwr plants.sueh as Three Mile Island·get ~way .with it. f 
. We don't want another Three Mile Island ~ of plant here in Illinois. - \) e. (~ . ~ 

' . 
Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 

· live up to their commitments. (Do not Jet them reduce armed security in 
N orthem Illinois.) Make them put people over profits this ~e. 

I l<;>ok forward to your response to my plea for ~ssistance. 

Sincerely,. 

~ ~~~Jiu ft' .. 
J/ o uJ -~)a..d"/·z 3· 

~~ 
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Journal/Dennis R. 

ds of steam surround a reactor structure at the Braidwood nuclear power plant following an automatic shutdown Thursd'
:im posed no hazard, according to a Commonwealth Edison spokesmar 

\llonitors shut r ,,actors he 
1rnal staff and wire reports 
II four reactors at the Dresden 

l Braidwood nuclear power plants 
1e shut down automatically in the 
t 10 days, but the Nuclear Regula
y Commission is not raising the 
1rm. Yet. 
? eople who live near the 
aidwood plant were frightened 
ursday when an automatic shut
wn of the Unlt 1 reactor sent huge 
iuds of steam spewing over the 
nntryside. 
Jan Strasma, NRC spokesman, 
id that the cause of the shutdown 
being initially blamed on a. "cir-

1it card" - a computer glitch that 
ut off the turbines from the steam 
nerators. 
This bottled up steam in the gener
Jrs, under pressure of 1,200 pounds 

per square inch. 
Automatic shutdown procedures 

were initiated, forcing open both me
chanical and electrically operated 
safety valves, he said. 

The shutdown occurred about 10:30 
a.m. and steam continued to shoot 
out all afternoon until .about 4:15 
p.m., according to Gary Wald, Com
monwealth Edison spokesman. By 
that time, the steam pressure was 
down to 300 psi. 

Strasma said this was a very un
usual type of shutdown. In most 
automatic shutdowns, the valves to 
the turbines remain open, allowing 
some of the steam to be leaked off 
through the turbines. Only part of the 
steam has to be vented outside. 

In this case, however, 100 percent 
of the steam had to be vented. The 

steam is clean and non-radioactive, 
according to Edison and the NRC. 1 

Strasma aid the initial venting 
sounds like> 11 "freight train." Also, in 
this case, ... e force of the steam re
leased dis vdged a piece of sheet 
metal at W· top of the reactor build
ing. The 8hl!et metal landed on the 
adjacent turbine building, causing 
minor datnage. 

Unit 1 could be off for as long as 
three days as plant workers search 
for the cause of the shutdown and 
make any needed repairs. 

Edison officials said no p1ant 
workers were injured by the venting 
steam, and it posed no hazard to the 
public. The shutdown bad no effect 
on electric production, Wald said. 

The Unit 2 reactor shut down un
der full power Aug. 2 because of the 

failure of a valve that feeds 
one of the steam generator 
restarted the next day and 
full power now. 

Both the Dresden plant's < 
actors, north of Coal City, r 
too. 

One shut down Saturday 
being resta~ed after refu, 
other shutdown Monday. 
still down. 

Both the Dresden and ' 
plants .have beert the subje 
cism from inside and ot: 
NRC in recent months. 

One of the Dresden reac 
crack around the huge, 
core shroud. Both Ediso. 
NRC say it is safe to o, 
reactor with the crack. H0 

See PLAN' 
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'./ • · :·--,;"A1l•ofla::S1J.ddaHhere was the big, 

loud blast of steam. I think my blood 
pressure shot·-up 50 points." 

Mrs. Favaro, 67, said ·the roar of 
escaping steam was audible despite 

. her having all doors and windows 
closed. 

The shutdown began at 10:29 and 
was still producing venting steam at 
11:45 a.m. 

Demos thought the event might 
last only an hour. ~ 

He characterized an hour-long 
yenting episode as "not unduly long 

,~..,=·••'"''"'""',""'""·"~·-'"~"''0<.r"'·"""'··-~"'""'"·"'""."""''"'"""""'"""' •• ,,,. • .,,,..,......_=~"""''""''"'''·' 1f t.he unit is under full load'' as was 
the case ~ ?tOrning. ' · . 
· · At late morning, Edison was still 

. · sear'chilig for the· factors which 
. caused the unit's. "four maiD steam Braidwood•·· 

shuts d6wn 
~ . ., • again 

. isoJation valves to close." 
The jetting steam .was absorbed by 

the foggvi~ud · whf'tih . clung .. to· 
··inocb~ot!llr'e""'area"'"' ·tt11l'7~1:. ··, · t~' · .. .. " -. , ·~uuwig:'"·Jo?-' '.· . .' 
~OS satd such emergency. steam 

venting .is .. common to· all plants 
which generate steam regafdless of 
the kind of fuel the plant uses, noting 
a recent .steam· release at Edison's 

, coal-fired facility ·riear,;Joliet. . 
But the "steam. event;,_. as ··•f 

terms Such OCCu.rranc~, .. still UD• 

nerves neighbors like Mrs. Favaro 
· whose personal campaign for an

swers to public fears have led her to 
· phone the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

. By Mike Lyons spokesmen in Chicago scrambled to mission in Washington D.C. following 
. Journal writer · fincf'-answers. · · · · ·. " ·' · past.''steam events." 

. . . . Edison sp9kesman Dan ·Demos . . "All ~! this is being ·released int.o 
1 

The ro~r ~f th~usands ofcub1c feet .. said the .steam ·release w.as an -~uto- ~.he air, . said ~· Favaro; adding, · 
of steam escapmg· from. Corrupon-· , matic shutdown of unit one, which · they keep saying:there's no danger 
Wealth Edison's Braidwood nuclear. was. operating under full load at thit to the public, b~t th~'s a box up on 
power plant this morning frightened time. . . . . a pole they cheek orice per month for 

·.. plant neighbors and produced a flood . Unit two shut down under similar radiatiqn." ' · 
of calls to Edison offices as company circumstances Aug. 2; Demos acknowledges·· that ·such 

bemos said the steam represents checks take place as a matter of 
no threat to the public, though some s~.rdard practice by the power firm. 
plant neighbors aren't so sure. . · We ha\'e our own ·system as· does 

Rose Favaro who has lived across · the Illlnols ;Department of Nuclear 
IlllDols 129 from the plant since it' Safety, m'.Q.~d· 8.ll ;of our stations to 
was built in 1975, fears that ·~me- do a ~l·~~.moni!<>r:of any ld,nd of 
day this plant's going to blow, and ambient coriditions. . . 
yet .Edison keeps telling us it's. all 1 ~ut ·Demos says only steam, not 
right. · · · · ;radiation, escaped Braidwood . this 
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• 
Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissio1i 
Washington,· ?C · 20555--0001 

Dear Commissioner Selim · 

.... 
. -A~gust 22, 1994 , .. ·;-

·," ..... : .. ·:~ 'c:' . : . t.i .¥ t. 

., 

., 

As a resident of northern Illino~s~ I want ._-to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. · · - · · 

. . . . . . 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the_ country,. they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commissi6n (NRC), and. inore important)y, to us that they would maintain 
·the highest level of safety and security possible ,to protect us. 

- .-

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in yoy. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch o.ver CECO_ to make 
sure that their commitments would~ fulfilled,_ including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. _;... · . · · . - . 

_ They have· already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent. Now 
that all their reactors ·are finished, C~~O is telling·us the.~.want to save money by takin_g_ 
hi hly trained armed · _ · ~ d makin them uriarmed ards·so the can 
P~J' em less money. 'fb.is, at a time w en terrorist threats have hit closer-to ome then 
at any time in oui- recent history. - · -

. · The:r have said publicly that they should be allowed to re_du£.e security at their· 
e_lants because you have let ot}\er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. ' ' ' ' . . '? 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois.·~ ~o ~ 

· Please help us stop this plan by CECO. °by y~u have the .power-to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Do not let t em reduce armed securl:fy in 
N orthem Illinois.) Make them put people oyer profits this time. 

I look forward to your response to my plea for assistance .. 

. , 
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·commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman _ 

::. _Nuclear Regulatory Cormitissi01i 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 
. . ' 'I . 

Augt1$t 22, 1994 

· · As a ·resident of northern Illinois, I want to 
0

1:"egister my concern about 
Comm~nwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce~secUrity'at its-'LaSalle, Dresden, and . 
'Zion nuclear plarits. - · · · · 

· At the time CECO pushed. hard to construct more nuclear reacto~s in northern .. ··. ' 
Illinois than ~ywhere else in the· countr.y, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRCt and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and Security possible to protect us. · -

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards,~ .: 
put our faith.in you .. we trusted the NRC -~ ag~ssiv~ly watch over CECO to make . 
sure that their conurutments would be fulfilled, mcluding the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than-they have.'beeh · 
doing. ,- ·> - _ ,- ' 

. . 1h~ have already reduced. the number of security officers by 40 percent. Ngw 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is tellirig us they-want to· save money_by taking 
highly tramed armed securi offkers and·making them unarmed guaras·so the" can 
pay em ess money. This, at.a time when.terronst eats have t oser to home then 

·at any time in our recent history. - . . · 

They have said publicly that ~ey shoul,d be allowed to reduce security at theh' 
plants be~ause you have ~et otl\er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type. of plant here.in ~ois. .tJo ~ ( 
·.- C> 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you .have the power to make them 
·live up to theil- commi~ents. ··(Do ·not let them reduce armed security -in 
N orthem. Illinois.) Make them put people ·over profits this time. · · 

' ' . · ... 

. I look forward to your response to my plea for assistance.· 
'•, . ' .. . ... 
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Journal/Dennis R. 

loud~ of stea'~ surround a ·reactor structure at the Braidwood nucl~ar power pl~nf ,following an, automatic shutdown Thursd~ 
1ieam posed no 'hazard, according to a Com

1
monwealth Edison spokesman. 

onitors shut reactors he 
Journal staff and wire reports per square inch, steam is clean..;and non-radioactive, l failure of a valve that feeds 

All . four reactors at the <Dresden Automatic· shutdown procedures · according to Edison and the NRC. one of the steam generators. 
and Braidwood nuclear power plants were initiated, forcing open both me.- Strasma said the initial venting restarted the next day and l 
have shut dowµ automatically in the chanical and electrically operated sounds like a "freight train." Also, in full power now. · 
last 10 days, but the Nuclear Regula- safety valves, he said. this case, the force of the steam re- Both the Dresden plant's a 
tory Commlssipn is not raising the The shutdown occurred about 10:30 leased dislodged a piece of sheet actors, north of Coal City, a 
alarm. Yet. ~ a.m. and steam, cont~ued to shoot . me~l at th~ top gf the reactor build- too. . . . 
Peopl~who live near the · out.:. all afternoon until .about 4:15 ing. The -sheet metal lande!f -on the One shut down ~a~urday a: 

raidwoo plant were frightened p.m., according to Gary Wald, Com- adjacent turbine building, ·causing being restar~ed after refueli 
hursday hen an automatic shut- monwealth Edison spokesman. By minor . damage. · · other shutdown Monday. B 
own of t Unit 1 reactor sent huge that time, the steam pressure was Unit 1 could be off for as long as still down. 

clouds of steam spewing over the down to 300 psi. three days as plant workers search · · Both the Dresden' and-Br: 
countryside. Strasma said this was a very un- · for the cause of the shutdown and plants _have been the subject 

Jan Strasma, NRC spokesman, usual type of shutdown. In rriost make any needed repairs. cism from inside and "mm 
said that the cause of the shutdown automatic shutdowns, the valves to Edison officials saici no plant ·NRc in recent ·months. 
is being initially blamed on a "cir- th!=! turbines remain open, ' allowing workers were iJ,ljured by the venting , . Orie of the Dresden reacto1 
cuit· card" - a computer glitch that some of' the steam to be leaked off steam, and it posed no hazard to the , crack,., around the huge, cyl 
'shut off the turbine'$ from the steam through the turbines. Only part of the public. The shutdown had no effect .-; cor,e shroud. Both Edison : 
generators. steam has to be vented outside. . on electric production, Wald said. NRC say it ls safe to oper 

This bottled up steam in the gener- 1n· this case, however, 100 percent The Unit 2 reactor shut down un- reactor with the crack. Howe 
ators, under pressure of 1,200 pounds of the steam had to be vented. The der full power. A .. ug. 2 becB;~e of the •· See PLANTS, 

~~ 
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• 
·Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 

. Nuclear Regulatory Commissfon 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 · 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

• 
August 22; 1994 

As . a resident of northern· Illinois, I want to register my concern about 
Commonwealth' Ediso~'s (CECO) plans t:o reduee security at its LaSalleT Dresden .. and 
Zion nuclear plants. 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they- made a commitment to ·the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and .security possible ~ protect. us. · 

When we agreed to allow CECO to .build all of these plants in .our backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We .trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their commiqnents ·would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are preparE!d to let them do less than they have been 
doing.. · · 

They have already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent . Now 
' -. that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 

highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This; at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home th~n 
at any time in our recent history.· · 

They have sai_d publicly .that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
.. plants because you have let ot)ler plants such as Three Mile Island get .away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois .. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (D,o not let . them reduce armed security in 

· N orthem Illinois.) Make them. put _people o~er pr9fits this time. · · 

I look forward to your response to 'my plea for assistance. 

Sincerely, 

.(Jd-~sq/~ 
3~1.J-- ~' 7 67

R. .S.
Q ft (j-tJr :Z(. ,. , 

. '()(,__s-~. 
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· Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissic>ii. 
Washfugton, DC 20555-0001 

. Dear Commissioner Selin:. 

August 22, 1994 

As -a:. resident of northern Illinois, "I want to register my coneern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce Security at 1ts LaSalie, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. · · 

' -
At the tjme CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors1n northern 

Illinois than anywhere else -in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear · 
Regulatory Comn:Ussion (NRC), and more importantly, to Us that they would maintain· 
the.highest level of safety and security possible to ·pro~ us . 

. When we agreed to all~w CECO to build all of these plants in. olir backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively wa_tch over CECO to make 

. sure that their commitments would be fulfill~d, including the .-one to keep the plants 
sec\ire .. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been . 

· doing. · · · · · · 

' 
They have already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent Now 

that all their reactors are finished, CE~O is telling us they want to sa~e_money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers. and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
~t any time in our recent history. · · 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants pecalise you have let ot:per plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Islarid.type of plant he_re in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO.- -Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Do not let them· reduce anried security lit 
N orthem Illinois.) Make .them put people 6ver profits this time. 

I look forward to your ·response. to my plea for assistance. 
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• • 
· Commissioner Ivan Selin 

Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Conuilissiori 
Washington, DC 20555--0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, 1994 

As a. residen_t of northern IllinoiS, I want to register my, concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and· 
Zion nuclear plants. · · 

' . . 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more i.II\portantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and secwity possible. to protect tis. 

' . ' 
. ' ' . 

When we agreed .to allow CECO to build all of thes~ plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in.you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO ~o make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have been 
doing. · 

. They have already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent Now 
that all th.eir reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to save money by taking 
highly trained armed secwity officers and making them unarmed guards: so they can 
pay Ulem less D)Oney. This, at a time when.terrorist.threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. . . 

. . 

. They have said publicly that they· shollld be allowed to reduce security at their 
. plants because you have let 0th.er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

' . 

We don't ~ant another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois.' 

·Please ,help us stop this plan by CECO. Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their commitments. (Oo not let them reduce armed security in 
N orthem Illinois.). Make them put people over profit:S this time. 

I look forward to your response to my plea for assistance. 

Sinq?rely, 

£1)vJ~ ' . 
~ 1 <.;Q ·. 5 ,J'l-\-' ~ J \Cc 'I 

p lJ1'1 I 'LL . L, \ !::, -jL/ · ol~ I ;}--
.. I 
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·commission~r Ivan Selin 
Chairman \ 

· Nuclear Reguiaiory Comri\issiori 
Washington, .DC Z055~001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: · 

August 22, 1994. ·. 

As a resident of northern Illinois, I -want to register· .my concern . about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans tO reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, ~d 
Zion nuclear plants. ' · 

' ' . 

· At the time CECO pushed hard to ccmstruct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in. the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory ~ommission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and _security possible '.to :protect us. 

Whe,I\ we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards~ we 
put our faith in yo1:1. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their''co~tments woUld be ·fulfilleg; including the one to keep the plants· 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than they have .been 
doing. " · · · 

. They have already redueed the number of security officers by ~- percent. Now 
that all their reactors· are finished, CECO is telling us they want to save money by taking 
highly·trained_armed security officers and making-them unarmed guards·so they can· 
pay them less money .. This, at a time when terrorist thr~ats ·have hit closer to home-then 
.at any time in our recent history. · . · · · 

They have _said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let otlwr plants such as Three Mile islan~ get away with it. 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. · 

Please help u5 stop this plan by C~CO. :Oruy you have the power to make them 
-. live up . to their commitments. (Do ·not -let them reduce ·armed seqirity. in .· 
... ·Northern Illinois.). Make them put people over.profits this time. . .. 

I l,ook -forward to your resppnse to my plea for assistance. 

· · Sincerely, 

~~·. 
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Michael W. Poutre . 
1140 .Terrace View 
Aurora IL 60504 
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"Commissfoner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Regulatory Commissioii 
Washington, OC 20555-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

-
August 22, 1994 

As a re~ident of northern Illinois, I want to register my, concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans.to reduce security at its.LaSalle, Dresden, and· 
Zion nuclear plants. · · · · 

At the time CECO pushed hard to construct more nuclear reaqors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the N'1clear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and secwity possible to protect us. · · 

When we agree~ to· allow CECO to build all of these plan~ in our b~ckyards, we 
. put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively ·watch over CECO to.make 
sure ,that their commitments wowd be fulfilled, incl~ding the one to keep the plants 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to let th~m do less than they have been 
doing. · . 

They have already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent Now 
that all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to save money by taking 
highly trained armed security officers anc:t making them unarmed guards· so they can 
pay them less money .. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit 'closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. 

They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let ofu.er plants such as Thr~ Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want another_ Three Mile Island type of plant _}\ere in Illinois. 

Ple~ help us stop this plan by CECO; Only you have the power to make them 
live up to their comm1tments. (Do not let them reduce armed ~ecurify, in. 
Northern Illinois.) Make them put people. over profits this time. 

I_ look forward to. your response _to my plea ·for assistance~ 

Sincerely, 

~~,-17/~ 
. 1' . 

lAl~ 

.......~ 

. .J 
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. . .. • 
· Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chail-man . , . 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington~ DC 20S55-0001 

Dear Commissioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, 1994 

As a resident of northern Illinois, I ~ant to register D;iY concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's -(CECO) p~ans to reduce.sec:urity at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. · · 

At the time CECO pushed hard to constnict more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory.Commission (NRC), and. more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. " . · 

. When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put oui failli in you. WeOtrilsted· the·NRC to aggressivelf' watch over CECO to make 
sure that their comn\itments wowd. be fulfilled, including the one to keep the .plants, 
secure.· I am.concerned that you·are· prepared to let them. dc>less·than they have been 
doing. ·· · 

. ' . . 

.. They have already reduced the number of Security officers by 40 percent. Now 
~at all their reactors are finished, CECO is telling us they want to sa~e money by taking 
highly trained armed Security officers and making them unarmed .guards so they can 
.pay them less money. This, at a furie when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent ·history. 

They 'have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce security at their 
plants because you have let ot:per plants. such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

We don't want ~nother Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. 

Please help us stop this p~an by CECO. Qnly you have.the power to make them 
live up to their commitinents. (Do not let them· reduce armed security ht 
N orthem Illinois.) . Mak~ the.m put- people over profits this· time. · · 

. .~ ' .. ,.. . , .. ~·:· --·: ;-. ·~ .'. ': ·~~i:. ~ .. ~::: .~ 

I look fonvatd to your response to my plea for.".assistance . . - ,. ;'' 
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• 
· Com.missioner Ivan Selin , 
Chainiw\ , . 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Com.missioner Selin.: · 

• 
August 22, 1994, 

As a ·resident of northern Illinois, J want ·. to register my concern about 
Commonwealth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plantS. · · ' · · · · 

At the time CECO pushed har<;i to ronstruct more nuclear r~actors in northern 
· Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain. 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. . ' 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we · 
put our faith in you. We trust~d the NRC:to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sure that their commitments would be fulfilled,. including. the one to keep the pla~ts 
secure.. I. am concerned that _yo~ are. prepared to let them do less ·than they have been 
doing. · · · 

. They have already reduced the .num~er of security officers by ~ percenl Now 
. that all their reacto·rs are finished, CECO is telling Us ·they want to sa~e money by taking 

highly trained armed security officers and ·making them unarmed guards,~ they can 
. pay them. less money. This, at a time when terrorist. threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. 

· They have said publicly that they should be allowed to ~educe security at their 
plants because you have let otJler plants such as, Three Mile Island get away with it. 

·we don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here m Illinois. 
~'-.. 

. Please help us siop thiS plan by CECO. ·Only you have the power to make them 
live up 'to their commitments. . (Do. l\Ot let them reduce· armed security in 
N orthem Illinois.) Make. them put pe_ople over profits this tjme~ .. 

- \-. . 

j look forward t_q yoµr response t~ m~ 'piea, for ~ssistance~ 

39/) qJ ·1-/; S(f". 

eb/rcfrt!-4 



. "'·.- .Q.1 . t· • • 
August 22, 1994 

· Commissioner Ivan Selln 
Chairman . 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

· W ~shington, DC 20555--0001 

Dear Commis5ioner Selin: 

·As a resident of northern Illinois, I ·want to· register .my concern about 
Commonwealth EdiSC>n's (~Cb) plans to reduce security at.its LaSalle, .Dresden, and 
Zion nuclear plants. · · · 

At the 'time CECO plished hard to C01'Struct more nuclear reactors in northern 
Illinois than anyWhere else in the country, they made a commitment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), and more importantly, to us that they would maintain 
the highest level of 5afety and security possible to protect us. 

. . 
.· . - . 

When we agreed to allow CECO to build all of these plants in our backyards, we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
s~re that their commitments· would be fulfilled, including the ·one to keep· the. plants 

· secuje. I am concerned that you are prepared to let them do less than. they have been 
doing. · 

They have already reduced the number of security officers by 40 percent No·w 
thc,it all their reactors are finished, CECO is t_elling us they want to sa~e money by taking 

. highly trained armed security officers and making them unarmed guards so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist threats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in our recent history. ' 

· They have said publicly that they should be allowed to reduce se.curity at their 
plants because you have let ot:per plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it 

We don't want another Three Mile Island type of plant here in Illinois. · ·. 

Please help us stop this plan-by CECO. Only you.have the power to make them 
live up to . their colnmitments. (Do not let the~ reduce armed. security ~ 
Northern Illinois.) Make ~em.put people over profits this time . 

. I look forward.to your.response to my plea. for assistance . 

. " 
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. r· • 
Commissioner Ivan Selin 
Chairman 
Nuclear Reguiatory Comritissio1i · 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

, Dear Comrilissioner Selin: 

• 
August 22, 1994 

As · a resident . oi northern Illinois, I want to register my concern about 
Commonwecllth Edison's (CECO) plans to reduce security at its LaSalle, Dresden, and. 
Zion nuclear plants. · 

At the time CECO piµ;hed hard to construct more nuclear reactors .~ northern 
Illinois than anywhere else in the country, they .made a commitment to ·the Nuclear 

·. Regulatory Commission ,CNRC), and more importantly, to Us that they would maintain 
the highest level of safety and security possible to protect us. 

When we agreed to allow CECO to· buil.d all. of these plan.ts in our baCkyards, we 
put our faith in you. We trusted the NRC to aggressively watch over CECO to make 
sui:e that their commitments would be fulfilled, including the one to keep the plants. 
secure. I am concerned that you are prepared to· let them do less than they have been 
doing. 

· ~ They have already reduced th.e _number of security officers by 40 percent. ·Now 
that-all thefr reactors are finished, CECO is te!Ung us they want to save money by taking 
highly· trained armed security offic~s and making them unarmed guards-so they can 
pay them less money. This, at a time when terrorist thr.eats have hit closer to home then 
at any time in oilr recent history. · · 

They have said publicly that they should~ allowed to reduce security _at their 
plants because you have let oth,er plants such as Three Mile Island get away with it. 

·We don't want another Three Mile Isl~d type 9f plant here m Illinois. 

Please help us stop this plan by CECO. ·Only you ~ave the power to make them 
live up ·to their commitments .. (Do not let them reduce armed security, in · 
N orthem Illinois.) . Make thell) put people over profits this time._· 

I look forward 'to your response to my plea for assistance. 




